Curriculum Overview for Autumn Term 2017
English










Commas for lists
and clauses
Guided reading
Extension of
vocabulary
Use a thesaurus to
enrich vocabulary
Use of conjunctions
–when, after,
before, so, because






Art & Design



Poetry- performing,
writing and analysing
South American
Legend.
 Continuation
of pen pal
Letters to Swiss children

Join up handwriting
Paragraphs
Use prefixes and
suffixes in spelling
Non-fiction writing
linked to rocks and
fossils.
Create leaflets on
fossils and rocks.
Improve and redraft
work
Headings and subheadings

2nd half Year 3




Art linked to South America
Christmas art

Design & Technology



Sewing
Christmas crafts







Add and subtract numbers
mentally including 3 digit
numbers and 1’s,10’s
and100’s
Add and subtract numbers up
to 3 digits using formal
column addition and
subtraction

Solve problems
Missing numbers
 Use inverse





Recall and use multiplication and
division facts for the 3, 4 and 8
multiplication tables.
Calculate mathematical
statements for multiplication and
division within the multiplication
tables and write them using the
multiplication (x), division (÷) and
equals (=) signs.
Measure, compare, add and
subtract:
lengths
(m/cm/mm).

Science
Classify rocks according to their properties
How do we use rocks?
How are rocks formed- link to volcanoes
Testing rocks and soils
Soils and how they are composed.
How fossils are formed

Solve problems, including
missing number problems,
using number facts, place value,
and more complex addition and
subtraction.
Measure the perimeter of
simple 2D shapes.

Geography






Modern

Languages

Learn about maps and map school
grounds.
Interpret symbols
Look at holiday destinations
Revise continents and locate countries in
Europe-presentation on Switzerland
Learn 8 points of a compass

Music




Spanish
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Physical


Education

Run, step and jump

Religious
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E-safety
Programming-intro to scratch
Multimedia –working with images
Typing

History



















Mathematics




Computing

Education

Compare and discuss the Jewish faith
Use the correct vocabulary to describe
things that are special to Jewish people.
Compare celebrations that are important
to the children with those special to a
Jewish child.
What do people do to show that they
belong to a faith or community
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Looking at Cristian, Jewish and Muslim
faiths
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